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        AquaPod Kit 2.0

              $ 34.95
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        AquaPod 2.0 - packaged in a bag

              $ 32.95
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        AquaPod 2 pack packaged in bags
Regular price
            $ 65.90
            Sale price
              $ 59.90
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        AquaPod 2.0 Replacement (Liner Only) NO PUMP - USE ANY SIPHON PUMP

              $ 24.95
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        AquaPod Kit 2.0
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        AquaPod 2.0 Replacement (Liner Only) NO PUMP - USE ANY SIPHON PUMP

              $ 24.95
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        AquaPod 2.0 - packaged in a bag

              $ 32.95
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        AquaPod Kit 2.0 PlusOne (One Extra Liner - 2 liners 1 pump)

              $ 49.95
            


    





        
      

    

  






  


  
    
      
            

            AquaPod Kit original
            


          
              
                Lock & Load closure and pump system
              


            


    

  








      
        Don't take our word for it

      

    

      
            ★★★★★This product is a great product for a hurricane. We were under a boil water notice in my area for about a week. Thankfully I had this and was able to have 65 gallons of clean drinking water before the storm hit.

MarieVerified Purchase



          

            ★★★★★During the snow storm we just had. Due to all the main breaks we decided to use this just to be safe. Worked wonderfully.

Mommy of threeVerified Purchase



          

            ★★★★★OK, we just got done w/ Hurricane Matthew, and out of all the things I bought to prepare, this is my FAVORITE. It's been two days since the hurricane and we are on a boil water advisory, so I still have the water in my tub.

ZanderVerified Purchase



          

            ★★★★★This "Pod" kit is an excellent idea and should be part of every Preppers arsenal of water storage ideas.

HuggyVerified Purchase



          

            ★★★★★The food grade plastic bag is a perfect container for emergency water storage in case of emergency. It keeps the water clean and dust free requiring no additional effort to filter before use in cooking or drinking. The package is convenient and easy to store. Handy in case of emergency.

BobVerified Purchase
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            SHOP NOW
AVAILABLE ON AMAZON
Visit our store on Amazon to purchase all your Aquapod needs.
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